OPEN THE DOORS to DIGNITY
for the Severely and Profoundly Disabled
VITAL NEED for CONGREGATE CARE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
ELIMINATE the WAITING LIST

(SLIDE - "But we recognize, as well, the States NEED TO MAINTAIN A RANGE OF
FACILITIES for the care and treatment of persons with diverse mental disabilities and the
State's obligation to ADMINISTER SERVICES WITH AN EVEN HAND." - Supreme
Court Olmstead Decision, HOS. Ct. at 2185)

-The idea that one residential model is appropriate for the entire spectrum of intellectual
and developmental disability- from college-educated self-advocates to profoundly impaired
individuals at risk of detaching their own retinas or bolting into traffic - is patently absurd.

(SLIDE

-Amy Lutz)

Thank you Chairman DiGiralomo and thank you also to the legislators and policymakers for
giving us a platform to speak for our loved ones who cannot speak for themselves.
My name is Susan Jennings, and I am one of the founding members of KllDS - Keeping Individuals with
Intellectual Disabilities Safe, (SLIDE - Pie of KllDS logo) a grassroots organization of parents, families
and friends of individuals residing in the Pennsylvania State Developmental Centers. We have already
met with many of the Pennsylvania legislators on this committee when we came to lobby against HB
1650, a bill that would have eliminated the specialized services our loved ones depend upon. So many
of you listened to us and helped us and we are truly grateful for your courageous support. We are
proud to announce that within the space of a few months we amassed 10,123 signatures from
Pennsylvania voters who also support our treasured Pennsylvania State Developmental Centers, which
we will present to you later in this hearing.
I am the mother of a young autistic adult named Joey, who finally found safety and a wonderful quality
of life in the public Intermediate Care Facility of White Haven State Center after a long struggle and
much suffering "in the community."
My advocacy stems not only from the residential experiences of our severely autistic son Joey, age 28,
but also because in the coming years, there will be a flood of autistic young adults leaving high school,
who will be denied critically needed services as adults because of an outdated, unrealistic
"deinstitutionalization" ideology.
Group houses "in the community" were the only services made available to my son. My son's severe
and aggressive behaviors could not be safely managed in the community. In the space of only 3 years
my son was tossed out of at least 6 different group houses "in the community" and Section 302'd into 5

different psychiatric wards, chemically straightjacketed with dozens of powerful pyschotropics and his
life became a living hell. (SLIDE - Before and After pie of Joey Jennings)
When we tried to get him into specialized appropriate care in one of our treasured Pennsylvania State
Developmental Centers set aside by the compassionate people of Pennsylvania for people like my son,
we ran into a brick wall - the policy of "Closed Admissions" to the State Centers. (SLIDE -The policy of
"Closed Admissions" was adopted without legislative or public participation.) Until our son's severe
unmet care needs drove us to seek help, were unaware of the policy - or even the ICF programs.
We had to battle the Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) through the Court system to gain
admittance to the public Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) at a cost of thousands of dollars to us. ODP
used our own tax dollars against Joey in Court all the way to the Commonwealth level, but we won on
the merits of our case.
What hurt me the most was that the very bureaucrats tasked to help Joey, were so determined to keep
him from the services he desperately needed and were willfully blind to his very real suffering "in the
community" if his suffering interfered with their agenda. You undoubtedly have heard from many
organizations with unlimited government funding who tell you everyone can do fine "in the community"
and they are trying to erase our voices, our experiences and the reality of our loved ones' suffering
under the iron fist of their ideology. They are using our own tax dollars to battle against the best
interests of our loved ones to protect their own interests.
Legal fees would be out of reach for many parents and this bureaucratic policy violates the basic civil
rights of our children to choose to live in an appropriate setting with needed care and supervision.
The "deinstitutionalization advocates" with advanced degrees who do not have the same challenges
as adults like Joey with severe autism and the kids of our families with medically fragile conditions
would deny people like Joey the right living situation for him and other profoundly disabled citizens,
even if it is not what they would choose for themselves or their loved ones.
The need for appropriate housing is vast and growing. In 2018 the CDC determined that about 1 in 59
children are diagnosed with autism. Over the next decade 500,000 will enter adulthood and there is
nearly 424,000 today that are on waiting lists for residential services.
Parents and professionals alike want to alert lawmakers and policymakers to the systemic concerns with
regard to quality of care in community-based settings for persons with severe developmental
disabilities. Tragedies range from physical, emotional, and financial abuse, neglect and even death.
Many of these outcomes are associated with a zest to move to a "community for all" vision people with
developmental disabilities without adequately considering the ramifications of separating vulnerable
people from specialized care and then eliminating a critica l safety net (specialized institutions and
facilities). The lessons learned from more than 49 states should cause policymakers and lawmakers to
take pause and recognize that a range of needs requires a range of service options.
(SLIDE - loint Report from HHS OIG. ACL. and OCR: Group Home Beneficiaries are at Risk of

Serious Harm

The Joint Report from the HHS OIG, ACL and OCR: Group Home Beneficiaries are at Risk of Serious Harm
was released in January, 2018 by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,' Office of the
Inspector General, Administration for Community Living, and Office of Civil Rights acknowledged the
systemic shortcomings in protecting residents of HCBS waiver group houses from incidents of abuse and
neglect. OIG found that up to 99 percent of these critical incidents were not reported to the appropriate
law enforcement or state agencies as required. The report stated "These are not isolated incidents but
a systemic problem - 49 States had media reports of health and safety problems in group homes."
(SLIDE -But the sprawling system ofprivately run residential programs is quietly - and with
few repercussions - amassing a record as grim as the institutions it replaced, a ProPublica
investigation found.)

(SLIDE - Today, media exposes of abuses in community settings rival those of psychiatric
hospitals a generation before." Recent investigations of group homes in New York, Chicago and
Philadelphia found rampant abuse and neglect in small, dispersed settings that, as Mandell
reports, "often are not up for the task of caring for individuals with more profound impairments."
- Dr. David Mandell ScD., Director of the Center for Mental Health Policy and Services Research at the University of
Pennsylvania )

Even if some license is afforded to "hope"-a "hope" that history would not repeat
itself when deinstitutionalizing individuals with I/DD-there is no excuse for continuing down
a path that has in its wake repeated, widely reported tragedies in small settings for people with
I/DD. - Tamie Hopp)
{SLIDE -

(SLIDE -"We emphasize that nothing in the ADA or its implementing regulations condones
termination of institutional settings for persons unable to handle or benefit from community
settings ... Nor is there any federal requirement that community-based treatment be
imposed on patients who do not desire it." - Olmstead v. L.C., 527 U.S. 581, 607 (1999).)
The deliberate elimination of Intermediate Care Facilities and congregate care settings imposes isolated,
small, dispersed community housing based treatment on patients because of the brutal expedient that
there simply is no other choice available.
And so the profoundly disabled are shuttled back and forth from one inadequate and dangerous setting
to another, from community housing to psychiatric wards, from community houses to jails, from
community houses to nursing homes and hospitals and even the street and then back again. There is no
stability, no consistency, no safe haven, in patient's lives, only chaos, pain and fear, ultimately stripping
them of their dignity.

What about the COSTS?
(SLIDE - ...

large institutions are, in most instances, less expensive than community residences for
these challenging populations.
- Schalock and Fredericks)

The deinstitutionalization ideologues who mislead you into believing that "it only costs $30,000 per
person per year to place a severely disabled resident in a group home versus $400,000 per person per
year in an ICF" are playing a deceptive shell game with legislators and the public. Don't fall for their
"shuck and jive." (SLIDE - shell game)
SLIDE - COST SHIFTING
Caring appropriately for the profoundly disabled will cost more regardless of the environmental setting
- 90% of the residents of the State Centers are profoundly disabled while only 16% of community group
home residents are profoundly disabled.
Caring for the profoundly disabled costs more to the taxpayer and the legislators when the residents are
forced into inadequate settings - the community group homes simply shift the cost amongst more than
one bureaucracy. Jails, hospital emergency rooms and psychiatric wards take the place of the
Intermediate Care Facilities at a tremendous financial cost to the legislature and the taxpayer and at a
terrible cost in physical and mental suffering to the neglected disabled adult.
(SLIDE - Neither my chronically psychotic nor my mentally disabled patients can safely care for
themselves on their own. They deserve the relief modern institutionalization would provide.
Naysayers cite the expense as prohibitive. But we are spending far more on escalating prison
and court costs, and inpatient hospitalizations. More important, we are doing nothing about
the chaos and suffering in patients' lives."- Dr. Christine Montross- NY TIMES)
For example, it costs $400,000 to house Joey in a State Center, "deinstitutionalization idealogues" will
exclaim in mock horror. (It would cost a lot less per person, if the doors to the Centers were opened to
Admissions, by the way. There are fixed costs at the Centers and the harmful policy of closed admissions
reduces the number of people to share the costs.) Well, it cost $369,359 for ONE YEAR in a one-person
community group home with inadequate care and supervision endangering Joey's health and safety.
Add in the $345,903 it cost the taxpayers to throw him into 5 different psychiatric wards because the
group home could not handle his behaviors. Now we have a grand total of $715, 262 for ONE autistic
adult. Add to that the thousands and thousands of dollars in police 911 calls from the group home staff,
emergency room visits, ambulance transport, group home staff injuries and Court Section 302
Committal hearings from the group homes into the psychiatric wards and now you can see that the
State Center is a bargain
While it may appear that ODP's budget decreases by offering only community housing to the severely
disabled, the legislators and taxpayers are paying more in burdensome costs to the police, the hospitals,
emergency services, psychiatric wards and jails which the group houses turn to for help.
The costs for ICF's are all inclusive, 3 shifts of caregivers, weekend shifts, holiday shifts, transportation,
room and board, pharmacy, medical, laundry, maintenance of buildings, therapies, administrative costs.
Community waiver costs do not and cannot cover the same services. For example, it does not cover
room and board, that is paid by the taxpayer from a government agency.
Most likely, some state administrators are counting on saving money, by privatizing the care - they want
to eliminate unionized state employee positions. No one can mandate that the community group
housing services pay their employees a decent wage, provide them with insurance and benefits, offer
employee training and surround them with a supportive professional and clinical environment in caring

for people with profound disabilities. That is why there is a shortage of Direct Support Personnel and
high staff turnover rates of 30% to 70%.
Frontline caregivers in community group houses are the working poor who must access welfare dollars
to live. Any cost savings will be eliminated when the community group housing staff achieve the just
compensation they deserve.
And what about the extensive capital costs of building and maintaining all these isolated community
group houses?
The bureaucratic and ivory tower "deinstitutionalization advocates11 insult our intelligence when they
claim that they can serve the disabled for less by breaking up institutions and serving the disabled in
isolated 4-person community group houses. Common sense tells us that the corporate world
consolidates their offices because it is cheaper to operate in one place rather than heat, light, and
maintain scattered locations for every business executive. It is flying in the face of reality to claim that
service charges in 10,000 locations will be cheaper than service locations in 4 places. Consolidating
services takes advantages of "the economy of scale 11 , providing the biggest bang for the buck and serving
the most people.

Give US the MONEY!
11

The "deinstitutionalization advocates insist that if Pennsylvania State Centers were finally shut down
and the money that was expended on the State Centers lined their pockets, they could end the waiting
list for services and that claim is a demonstrable falsehood .

"PUT MOST SIMPLY, YOU DON'T ROB PETER TO PAY PAUL, EXPANDING
CHOICE (of community group housing) FOR SOME SHOULD NOT COME AT THE
EXPENSE OF ELIMINATING CHOICE (Congregate Care Facilities) FOR OTHERS ...

(SLIDE -

Attorney William Choslovsky)

The State Center budget went from $137.8 Million to $132.8 Million. At the same time, the Community
Waiver program increased by $196 Million from $1.332 Billion to $1.528 Billion. The increase in the
funding for the Community Waiver program exceeded the State Center budget (2016-2017 budget) by
$58 Million.
The totals from the PUNS dated July 31, 2017 /data extraction 8/15/2017 :
Underserved: 6,371 Un-served: 7,217 Grand Total: 13,588
The totals from the PUNS dated March 31, 2018/data extraction 4/19, 2018:
Underserved: 6,360 Unserved : 7,189 Grand Total: 13,549
So a $196 Million increase in the Community Waiver Program Budget decreased the waiting list by only
39 people. (SLIDE - $196 Million in "Community" decreased Waiting List of 13,588 by 39 people)

WHY NO AMOUNT OF MONEY TO WAIVER HOUSES CAN REPLACE THE ICF
•

Group Home businesses have delegated frontline care to inexperienced caregivers with negligible
training, a cost cutting combination that leads to harm. These caregivers underestimate the complex
nature of disabilities and sometimes resort to physical restraints or calling the police to apply physical
restraints.

•

Frontline caregivers have minimal supervision and support for assistance in difficult medical or
behavioral situations, no other staff, clinicians or supervisors on-site.

•

Nursing homes, state institutions and other extended-care facilities are required by law to employ onsite registered nurses who can detect and react to sudden changes in patient conditions. Even low-level
employees must be state-certified aides who update skills through continuing education.
Group homes are not bound by these requirements. Many group home residents are not examined by a
licensed nurse for weeks at a time, sometimes for many months. Instead, registered nurses often work
from remote locations and supervise dozens of residents over the telephone.

•

In an ICF like the State Centers, medication is administered by an LPN or RN and faithfully stored by
these professionals. In a community group home, medication is left to non-medical staff.

•

The Non-Contiguous Rule - To meet community group home regulations, group homes must be located
at a distance from one another. Consequently, supervisors can spend the entire day just driving from
one group home to another, offering less time to actually supervise employees or interact with
residents. Statistics show that abuse rates are alarmingly high in isolated settings.

•

In an ICF (Intermediate Care Facility), there is a centralized kitchen, which is capable of 4 levels of food
preparation for residents, so special dietary needs can be faithfully carried out. In the less regulated
group homes, so many residents are given food by inexperienced or untrained staff, which makes them
choke and can result in unnecessary deaths.

•

Frontline caregivers are very poorly paid and this contributes to high staff turnover, from 30-70% in
some homes. This makes for an unstable environment for autistic clients who crave sameness and
stability.

•

Reliance upon powerful psychotropic medications for behavioral management. While much less costly
than skilled training or a therapeutic environment, what do you do when the chemical straitjacket not
only isn't working but makes the situation worse?

•

In an age where 50% of neurotypical Americans do not know their own neighbors, living in a group
home is even more isolating for a developmentally disabled person. Joey was never more ISOLATED and
SEGREGATED than when he was placed in his one-person "group" home in the community. Neighbors
did not invite him to the movies or their backyard barbecues, neighbors called the police when he used
their garbage can.

THE ASK
We are asking for our Pennsylvania legislature to pass legislation opening up the Pennsylvania State
Developmental Centers to admissions without forcing families into costly court battles, earmarking
funds to invest in our Centers, and encouraging the availability of homesteads, farmsteads, villages,
campuses and ICF's to all eligible Pennsylvania disabled citizens. We call upon our legislature to sponsor
an objective, independent cost study to determine the service cost and the number of eligible disabled
Pennsylvania citizens who will be deprived of services if this destructive ideological
"deinstitutionalization" policy continues to be carried out.
I would like to point out that in 1998, before "deinstitutionalization", less than 1,000 disabled citizens in
Pennsylvania were on the waiting list for services. Today that number is over 13,000 people.
You have heard ad naseum the Hallmark sounding, virtue signaling, propaganda phrase "Everyday Lives,
Everyday People", to justify denying some people with special needs adequate support, supervision and
the freedom to make the residential choices that best suit them and serve their realistic needs.
I have a new saying - (SLIDE - Real Lives, Real People, Real Suffering and Real Consequences.)
Institutions are a part of "The Community" and make up a caring community of their own! Institutions
like colleges, hospitals and the Intermediate Care Facilities. We implore you, the legislators and policy
makers to utilize your power and influence to right this great wrong of going from one unworkable
extreme (overcrowded, understaffed institutions) to another unworkable extreme (small dispersed
settings and no congregate care). You can stem the destructive tide that threatens the health, safety
and civil rights of our loved ones, preserve and maintain a range of vitally needed services with the
specialized care our loved ones require to have any quality of life. You have the power to protect the
civil rights of our disabled loved ones to choose the facilities that best meet their needs. Please stand
with us and with the compassionate voters of Pennsylvania to preserve the lives and dignity of our loved
ones!
(SLIDE -

People really do deserve the best care that suits them. I don't see how that's even
debatable.
-University of Pennsylvania Ethics Professor Dominic Sisti)

Sincerely,
Susan Jennings
KIIDS - Keeping Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities Safe
Mother and Co-guardian of Joey - White Haven Developmental Center

Open t e Dao

to Dignity

For the Severely and Profoundly Disabled
Addressing the Vital Need for Congregate Care Residential Services
The Case for providing Choices for a Full Continuum of Care

KIIDS - Keeping Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities Safe
a grassroots organization of parents, family & friends
protecting the RIGHTS of our loved ones
to live in the community THEY need

keeping Individuals
with lnlcllcclual Disabilities
Safe

HCBS Waiver Care versus the ICF
for severely disabled autistic adult
Joey "In the Community"

Joey at White Haven Center

The policy of "Closed
Admissions'' to the
Pennsylvania State
Developmental Centers was
adopted without legislative
or public participation.
-Policy of Office of Developmental Programs (ODP)

1 in 59 children are diagnosed with autism
according to the CDC in 2018
Over the next decade 500,000 will enter
adulthood
Nearly 424,000 today are on waiting lists for
residential services

"Deinst·tutio alization'' Denies R ality

~ But

what are the ramifications of
separating vulnerable people from
specialized care and then eliminating a
critical Safety Net (specialized
institutions and facilities)?

Today, media exposes of abuses in community settings
rival those of psychiatric hospitals of a generation
before. "Recent investigations of group homes in New
York, Chicago, and Philadelphia found rampant abuse and
neglect in small, dispersed settings", that as Mandell
reports, "are often not up for the task of caring for
individuals with more profound impairments"
- Dr. David Mandell, ScD. Director of the Center for Mental Health Policy and
Services Research at the University of Pennsylvania
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Media Expose's of abuses in community settings
"Even jf some Ucense jf afforded to "hope" - a "hope" that hjstory would
not repeat jtself when dejnstjtutjonaUzjng jndjvjduals wjth I/DD - there js
excuse for contjnujng down a path that has jn jts wake, repeated, wjdely
reported tragedjes jn small settjngs for people wUh I/DD."
- Tamie Hopp

W at about the Costs?
Neither my chronically psychotic nor my mentally disabled patients can
safely care for themselves on their own. They deserve the relief modern
institutionalization would provide. Naysayers cite the expense as
prohibitive. But we are spending far more on escalating prison and court
costs and inpatient hospitalizations. More important, we are doing nothing
about the chaos and suffering in patients lives - Psychiatrist Christine Montross

" ... Large institutions are, in most instances, less expensive
than community residences for these challenging populations
- Schalock and Fredericks

COST SHIFTING
Costs for Office of Developmental Programs goes down ,

Costs to the Taxpayer and Legislators for Police, Courts, Jails, Hospitals,
Psychiatric Wards and Emergency Services Goes Up

The conomy of Scale
There are fixed costs at the Centers
The harmful policy of "Closed Admissions", reduces
the number of residents to share the costs.
Cost Savings in Consolidation
Behaviorists, Nurses, Doctors and
Supervisors are available to serve a large
number of residents on the premises
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Costs More to Heat, Build, Light,
Maintain Thousands of Small Dispersed
Settings
Each group house will not have its own
supervisors, nurses, clinicians on premises

Put most simply, you don't rob Peter to
pay Paul, expanding Choice (HCBS Waiver
housing) for some should not come at the
expense of eliminating Choice (congregate
care settings) for others
- Attorney William Choslovsky

Eliminating the State Centers will not eliminate the Waiting
List, Opening the State Centers will eliminate the Waiting
List
llJiJ-

The State Center budget went from $137.8 Million to $132.8 Million. At the same time,
the Community Waiver program increased by $196 MHllon from $1 .332 Billion to $1 .528
Billion. The increase in the funding for the Community Waiver program exceeded the
State Center budget (2016-2017 budget) by $58 Million.

llJiJ-

The totals from the PUNS dated July 31, 2017 /data extraction 8/15/2017:

llJiJ-

Underserved: 6,371 Un-served: 7,217 Grand Total: 13,588

llJiJ-

The totals from the PUNS dated March 31, 2018/data extraction 4/19, 2018:

llJiJ-

Underserved: 6,360 Unserved: 7, 189 Grand Total: 13,549

llJiJ-

So a $196 Million increase in the Community Waiver Program Budget decreased the
waiting list by only 39 people.

S196 Million in "Community" decreased Waiting List of 13, 588 by
39 people

Why ICF's Work when Waiver Houses Don't
Group Home businesses have delegated frontline care to inexperienced caregivers with
negligible training, a cost cutting combination that leads to harm.
Frontline caregivers have minimal supervision and support for assistance in difficu It medical or
behavioral situations, no other staff, clinicians or supervisors on-site.
Nursing homes, state institutions and other extended-care facilities are required by law to
employ on-site registered nurses
The Non-Contiguous Ru le -To meet community group home regulations, group homes must be
located at a distance from one another. Consequently, supervisors can spend the entire day just
driving from one group home to another, offering less time to actually supervise employees or
interact with residents. Statistics show that abuse rates are alarmingly high in isolated settings.
In an ICF (Intermediate Care Facility), there is a centralized kitchen, which is capable of 4 levels
of food preparation for residents, so special dietary needs can be faithfully carried out.
Frontline caregivers are expected to handle life and death situations at fast food wages. High
turnover and staff shortages result.
Reliance upon powerful psychotropic medications for behavioral management - less costly than
skilled training or a humane therapeutic environment
In an age where 50% of neurotypical Americans do not know their own neighbors, living in a
group home is even more isolating for a developmentally disabled person.

But we recognize, as well the States NEED to
MAINTAIN a RANGE of FACILITIES for the care and
treatment of persons with diverse mental
disabilities and the State's obligation to
ADMINISTER SERVICES with an EVEN HAND.
-Supreme Court Olmstead Decision, 11 OS. Ct. at 2185

"The idea that one residential model is appropriate for the entire spect rum of
intellectual and developmental disability - from college educated self-advocates
to profoundly impaired individuals at risk of detaching their own retinas or
bolting into traffic - is patently absurd."
- Amy Lutz

The ASK
.., Pass Legislation Opening the Pennsylvania State
Developmental Centers to Admissions, Reverse the Closed
Admissions Policy
• Invest and promote a wide range of Residential Service
Options to include farmsteads, homesteads, villages,
campuses, and ICF's
~

Sponsor an objective independent cost study

.., Stand with the voters and families of Pennsylvania who
are battling for the health, safety and welfare of their
loved ones against powerful organizations who are
promoting an outdated, unrealistic ideology and using our
own tax dollars to wage war against our families

Real Lives, Real People, Real Suffering
and Real Consequences

''People really do deserve the best care
that suits them. I don't see how that's
even debatable.''
- University of Pennsylvania Ethics Professor Dominic Sisti

